RENTERS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Drivers Name

Date and Time Start

Phone Number

Date and Time
Returned

Drivers License (1)

Kilometers Start

Drivers License (2)

Kilometres Returned

Year/ Make/ Model

Fuel Start

Plate

Fuel Returned

Colour

Vin

I, ……………………….., acknowledge that I have a valid drivers license and I am
responsible for any damages to the vehicle including any deductibles resulting from any
accidents or damage incurred while the vehicle is in my possession. I acknowledge that I
have read and accepted the rental agreement terms and conditions. I also understand
and agree to the following.
1)

Returning the vehicle dirty is strictly prohibited, doing so will result in an automatic cleaning charge of up to $200.00
plus an inconvenience fee of $25.00.

2)

Smoking and animals are strictly prohibited in the vehicle; if it is found that the vehicle has been smoked in or has
evidence of animals this will result in an automatic cleaning charge of up to $200.00 plus an inconvenience fee of
$25.00.

3)

The vehicle must not be taken outside of Manitoba unless specified otherwise by owner.

4)

Any and all traffic fines or violations incurred during rental/possession of the vehicle during the specified (Date and
Time Start/Date and Time Returned) are the responsibility of the guest who signed the renters acknowledgment. Driver
will be automatically charged fine/ticket amount plus an inconvenience fee of $25.00.

5)

Returning the vehicle with less fuel than when received during your possession is strictly prohibited; if found that the
vehicle was not returned with the same amount of gas this will result in a fuel replenishment charge for the cost of
replenishing the fuel to original quantity plus a $25.00 inconvenience fee.

6)

The Manitoba Public Insurance deductible for any damage incurred on the vehicle while in possession of the renter
must be paid.

Damage Start:

Damage Returned:

I acknowledge that I have received possession of the vehicle, which has no damage other than
as described above.

Start

Returned

